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Meet the IR Real Estate Group
Our members are leaders of the legal industry. They are proud to uphold the highest ethical standards and offer an unrivalled quality of
service to clients all over the world.

IR Global Real Estate Group

GLOBAL

Who are IR Global?
IR Global was founded in 2010 and has grown
to become the largest practice area exclusive
network of advisors in the world. This incredible
success story has seen the network receive
recognition and be featured in a plethora of
ranking and publications such as Chambers
and Partners, Legal 500, the Financial Times,
Lawyer 360, Thomson Reuters to name just a
few.

IR Global, the future of professional services
IR Global is a multi-disciplinary professional services network that provides
advice to companies and individuals in over 155+ jurisdictions.
We are a community of like minded individuals and a global network which
cultivates a giving mentality and putting the client’s needs first.
The traditional role of the adviser has changed and today businesses
require more from their lawyer, accountant or business adviser. We are at
the forefront of this transition and focus on providing results in consideration
of long term strategic goals.
We believe the archaic ‘professional service firm’ model is dying due to it
being insular, expensive and slow. In IR Global, forward thinking clients now
have a credible alternative which is open, cost effective and flexible.
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The Members

Vetting

Protocols

Working Groups

Members are subjected to a stringent vetting process upon joining.
During this process we analyse
firm reputation, rankings and gauge
feedback from local IR members
and connections in their jurisdiction.
Finally a face to face meeting or
conference call is set up to ensure
the applicant is aware of group
expectations and ethos.

The relationship between referrer
and recipient is to be one of transparency and respect at all times.
There is also a protocol in place for
referring clients and best practices.

IR has a strong focus on practice area expertise and regional knowledge,
ensuring clients get the very best advice, no matter how niche the requirement.
Within the group we have 12 working groups, each headed by a steering committee of experienced and innovative member firms from different countries
around the world. Their role is to handle communication within the group, the
coordination of multi-jurisdictional cases and most importantly, ensure businesses and individuals receive unrivalled quality of service and value.

More information can be found in
the referral protocol chapter of the
member handbook.

www.irglobal.com/working-groups

https://bit.ly/2vglak7

Why Use the IR Global Network?

How?







Niche Expertise

Big Firm Experience

Multi-Disciplinary







Cost Effective Billing

Close Cooperation

Speed of Response







Local Knowledge

Partner Led

Personal Service

SPEAK with your own
advisor for an introduction to another member

SEARCH via the website and identify the
right advisor to fulfil
your requirements
CONTACT the IR Global
head office and speak
with a member of the
team for support.
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Meet the Committee

IR Global Real Estate Group
Our International Real Estate Network has member firms in 40+ jurisdictions around the world. Each member of our cross border Real Estate Law Group is carefully vetted based on their firm’s expertise and
experience. Our members who are not just content to be part of the industry but lead it through innovation.
Above all else; our members who are proud to hold the highest ethical standards.
Our cross border real estate group service offering covers a wide range of Real Estate matters, from conveyancing and notary services through to large hotel deals, infrastructure, healthcare and leisure projects.

Dr. Peter Diedrich

DSC LEGAL
Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft
mbH,
Germany

Real Estate Services and Expertise
• Conveyancing

• Infrastructure

• Cross Border Investment & Acquisition

• Leisure

Assistance

• Leasing

• Development and Planning advice & support

• Legal Support of Project Developments

• Dispute Resolution

• Mezzanine Financing

• Establishment & Management of Investment

• Notary Services

Funds
• Government
• Healthcare
• Sale & Development Expertise

Jayson Schwarz
Schwarz Law LLP,
Canada

• Real Estate Venture Structuring
• Property Financing

Lieven Peeters
Altius,
Belgium

• Senior Living/Housing, Assisted living

Michael E. Lefkowitz
Rosenberg & Estis, P.C.,
U.S. – New York

Andrea Vasiľová
VASIL & Partners,
Slovakia

Ross Koffel

Koffels Solicitors &
Barristers,
Australia
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Real Estate Group Initiatives

The Role of the Committee
The IR Real Estate committee speaks on a regular basis and meets at each
of our international events. Furthermore, once a quarter we have a conference call that defines group strategy. This encompasses quality standards,
new member recruitment, tools which can improve our advisory offering and
initiatives that can create value to members and clients alike.

Events
The network hosts four major international conferences per year and numerous small regional meetings. This is a vitally important component of the network as it supports the development of the group and creates close bonds
and efficient working relationships between members. Thus ensuring clients
have a consistent service through firms that have a mutual understanding
and method of working.

As Featured In

The Unique Offering of IR Global
We combine forces and in-depth legal expertise from IR Global experts
around the world. We are subsequently able to offer the highest quality
services without the huge overheads and pyramid like structures of the
large multinational professional services firms.
In addition, as real estate issues cross all areas of business, the group is
in regular contact and has close co-operation with the other IR Practice
Group committees and members, including M&A, commercial law, Private Client, Accountancy and Tax to name just a few. Meaning no matter
what the requirement we can bring in the right expertise.
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Publications
Our virtual series of publications brings together members around the world to share knowledge and discuss topical issues.

International Real Estate Investment - Financing and structuring cross-border real estate transactions
Real estate is big business globally as buyers increasingly look beyond their own borders
for lucrative investments.
Research by property broker Tranio suggests that USD 426.8 billion was invested in
cross-border real estate transactions in 2016, with commercial property attracting deals
worth USD188.4 billion, while USD238.4 billion was spent on overseas residential property. The US saw the largest volume of cross-border real estate deals with foreign nationals
spending USD149 billion.

GER M AN Y

Dr. Peter Diedrich

Partner, DSC Legal

Phone: +49 30 889
29 440
Email: diedrich@d
sc-legal.com

BELGIUM

Dieter Veestraeten

Partner, Astrea

Phone: +32 2 215
97 58
Email: dve@astrealaw.be

US - NE W YOR
K

Michael Lefkowitz

Member, Rosenberg

& Estis

Phone: +1 212 551
8436
Email: mlefkowitz
@rosenbergestis.com
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While these types of international deals are becoming commonplace, there is still much
to consider for investors targeting foreign property. They must understand how real estate
finance works in their jurisdiction of choice, including regulations, availability of capital and
accepted structures.
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A Residency Exchange - Securing residency or citizenship through real estate investment

Political instability and an over reliance on a single economic system are two of the
reasons why high net worth investors seek alternative citizenship somewhere other than
the country of their birth.
SPAIN
T UR K E Y

Blanca Loring

Partner, Loring International



+34 952 828 943
blancaloring@loringinternati

onal.com

Loring International is
a law firm specialising
in
Spanish immigration law.
It was founded in 2011
by Blanca Loring Santolalla,
an expert lawyer
in immigration law who
began her professional

career at the prestigious
law firm Garrigues and
worked as legal counsel
for foreigners at the Marbella Town Hall from 2007
to July 2012.
Loring International offers
legal advice on administrative and judicial procedures
on immigration,
asylum and nationality.
The firm also offers legal
advice on investments
coupled with the acquisition of residency, such
as the preparation of
business plans for the start
of a business activity,
incorporation of companies
and legal assistance
in real estate investments.
Clients are individuals
and companies, as well
as other law firms and
real estate agencies with
which the firm collaborates.
Lawyers are based in Marbella
and Malaga and
work in Spanish, English,
French and Russian,
providing services to clients
anywhere in Spain.

Tunay Yılmazlar

Founding Partner, Yılmazlar
Law Firm



+90 2164 688 855
tyilmazlar@yilmazlar.av.tr

Tunay Yılmazlar is the founding
partner of Yilmazlar Law Firm. He specialises
in real estate law.
He provides real estate
advice throughout all
phases of transactions,
from development of a
project until its completion.
This includes construction permit and other
zoning related procedures, urban transformation
matters and structuring of projects. It also
entails preparing and
negotiating acquisition,
sale, promise to sell and
construction agreements
in return for land and
construction rights, engineering
and procurement
and other administrative
agreements with major
real estate investors and
developers, retailers,
office tenants, hotels and
banks.
Additionally, he assists
foreign clients make property purchases in Turkey
and in their subsequent
residence and Turkish
citizenship acquisitions
in
connection with their property
ownership.

BR A ZIL

Cristiano Carrion

Partner, Carrion Advogado

s




+55 51 3371 2030
cristiano@carrion.com.br

Cristiano is a corporate
and business law practitioner with extensive in-house
legal experience.
He places a high premium
on providing pre-emptive legal support in Portuguese
or English focusing on contract drafting,
real estate law, tax planning and bankruptcy.
Cristiano is post graduated
in Corporate and Economic Law by Fundação
Getúlio Vargas (FGV)
and in Tax Law by Instituto
Brasileiro de Estudos
Tributários (IBET).
He is an executive Committee
Member of ATA
(Tax Academy of the
Americas) where, among
other duties, he helps to
organise the Academy’s
activities, such as courses,
events, sponsorship
prospection, publishing
of journals and books.
Cristiano is also a Council
Member of Lexnet Law Firms Alliance, collaborating
with law firms
in Brazil and abroad.

He has extensive experience
in mergers & acquisitions, joint venture transactions,
contracts and
day-to-day corporate and
commercial matters.
Tunay graduated from Koc
University Law School
and is admitted to Istanbul
Bar. He speaks fluent
English.
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A number of jurisdictions offer citizenship in exchange for substantial investments that
further the welfare, advancement and economic development of the country in question.
Malta’s citizenship-by-investment programme, for example, offers the chance for wealthy
non-EU investors to become European citizens, in exchange for a mixture of donations
and investments totalling EUR1.2 million per couple. Turkey, as you will read about below,
also offers citizenship in exchange for a real estate investment of USD1 million.
These programmes do tend to be the exception, rather than the rule, though, and many
countries have discontinued their citizenship schemes, as they either proved too popular
or were incompatible with the framework of national identity.

Preferential Portfolios - Tax efficiency in international real estate investment
Real estate remains an attractive proposition for international investors. Whether that is residential
or commercial property, the relatively attractive yield in comparison to more traditional investments
such as bonds, makes real estate a key part of any balanced portfolio.
Global real estate is considered by many to be in a late stage of its cycle, with high valuations
reducing potential yields. This cycle was particularly evident in the US during 2017, where sales of
commercial property fell by 8 per cent to USD375.6 billion, according to figures from Real Capital
Analytics (RCA). This has been attributed to a reassessment of prices following three interest rate
rises from the US Federal Reserve and an expectation of further hikes in 2018/19.
Another contributor to this investment trend could be the disruptive new ‘proptech’ companies
which don’t play by the traditional rules, altering supply and demand dynamics and property usage.
Examples include AirBnB, which enables long-term tenants to sublease apartments and Google,
which is planning to develop its own city regions.

Preferential Portfolios
Tax efficiency in international
real estate investment
Virtual Round Table Series
Real Estate Working Group 2018

UNI T ED K IN GDOM

SPAIN

Ross Nicholls

Business Development



Director

44 1675 443396
ross@irglobal.com

The View from IR
Our Virtual Series
publications bring
together a
number of the network’s
members to discuss
a
different practice
area-related topic.
The participants share their
expertise and offer
a unique
perspective from the
jurisdiction they operate
in.
This initiative highlights
the emphasis we
place
on collaboration within
the IR Global community
and the need for effective
knowledge sharing.
Each discussion features
just one representat
ive
per jurisdiction, with
the subject matter
chosen
by the steering committee
of the relevant working
group. The goal is
to provide insight
into challenges and opportunitie
s identified by specialist
practitioners.
We firmly believe
the power of a global
network
comes from sharing
ideas and expertise,
enabling our members
to better serve their
clients’
international needs.

Gustavo Yanes
Hernández

Partner, Monereo Meyer
Abogados



34 91 319 96 86
gyanes@mmmm.es

Gustavo Yanes is
a Spanish lawyer
with expertise in taxation law
on both an internationa
l and
national level. He is
also experienced in
advising
on mergers and acquisitions
.
He has a Master’s
degree in European
Law and
is admitted to the
Bar in Madrid. He
is a member of the Internationa
l Association of
Young
Lawyers, the Alumni
Association of the
Europa
Institute – Law Departmen
t of Saarland University
and the Centre for
Financial Studies.
He was educated
at the Centre for
Financial
Studies at Saarland
University and speaks
in
Spanish, German
and English.

NE W ZE AL AND

Richard Ashby

Partner, Gilligan Sheppa
rd



64 9 309 5191
richard@gilshep.co.nz

Richard Ashby has
more than 25 years’
experience with New Zealand
taxation matters,
starting his career with
the Internal Revenue
Division
before eventually
becoming tax partner
at Gilligan Sheppard.
He deals with clients
of all types and sizes
and
provides tax opinions
on the appropriate
treatment of items of income
and expenditure, assists
clients with IRD risk
reviews and audits
and can
assist clients who
are having difficulties
meeting
their tax payment
obligations to make
suitable
repayment arrangeme
nts with the IRD.
Richard strives to
maintain a good work/life
balance and outside
of the office spends
a large
amount of time on
his road bike, either
training
or competing in various
events around the
North
Island.
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Case Study - 1:
Cross-border legal support of a Belgian REIT on the acquisition of a
German nursing home portfolio owned by Luxembourg-based property
companies
Aedifica NV/SA, a public real estate company („REIT“) under Belgian law, has

Due to the very efficient cross-border collaboration the complex due diligence review

repeatedly mandated German law firm DSC LEGAL (IR Global Gold Member)

processes could be completed to a very tight schedule. The transactions have been

to obtain comprehensive legal assistance with regard to the acquisition of Lux-

successfully closed and Aedifica was able to significantly expand its nursing home

embourg-based target companies owning several nursing home properties in

portfolio in Germany.

Germany. The nursing homes („Pflegeheime“) are located in the Federal States
of Berlin, Bavaria and Saxony-Anhalt and have a total capacity of about 800
residents. The total value of the properties was approximately EUR 70 Million.
Aedifica NV/SA was advised by DSC LEGAL during the entire transactions.
The legal work mainly comprised the following services:
•

Legal due diligence review of the target companies with special focus on
nursing home properties.

•

Preparation and negotiation of share purchase and transfer agreements
(share deals),

•

Prepresentation of client during the closing of the transactions in
Luxembourg

•

Preparation and negotiation of new lease agreements with nursing home
operators.

Based on a referral by DSC LEGAL, the corporate due diligence review of
the target companies (S.à r.l.) was carried out by Luxembourg-based law firm
duvieusart ebel, avocats associés.

Dr. Peter Diedrich Pictured at the 2017 IR Annual Conference in Berlin

“Due to the very efficient cross-bor-

der collaboration the complex due
diligence review processes could be
completed to a very tight schedule.
The transactions have been successfully closed and Aedifica was able to
significantly expand its nursing home
portfolio in Germany.”
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Case Study - 2:
U.S. Members working together to help resolve retail Real Estate
ownership dispute
Rosenberg & Estis, P.C. (R&E) is a single office New York City based
real estate law firm that has many clients with real estate holdings in
other U.S. jurisdictions. On occasion clients request our involvement in
non-New York real estate matters. Recently R&E partner and IR Global
member, Michael Lefkowitz was asked by a client to represent the client
in a real estate ownership dispute and joint venture with a new partner
for a vacant 120,000 sq.ft. retail building in Wooster, Ohio. Although
each State and the various jurisdictions within each State have similar
rules, ordinances and laws often on a transaction not within the State
one generally practices, it is recommended to have local counsel assistance to work through the nuances of that jurisdiction. Moreover, unless
you are admitted to the Bar of a given State you cannot practice law in
the Courts of that State. For those reasons, R&E reached out to Ohio
based IR Global member, Kenneth Lippman for assistance. The transaction required commencement of a partition action in Ohio State Court
against a minority owner of the property who refused to sell its interest
and refused to spend any money to redevelop a vacant wasting asset.
Given Lefkowitz’ relationship with the client, the client was confident
that Lefkowitz would retain on its behalf a qualified and efficient local
counsel to bring suit to force the minority owner of the property to either
sell to the other owner, purchase from the other owner, or agree to sell
the property to a third party through a court ordered auction process.
Mr. Lippman’s firm successfully commenced suit and efficiently negotiated a settlement after appraisal that resulted in the client purchasing
the minority interest. Lippman’s firm additionally assisted R&E in the
negotiation with the new joint venture partner as the partnership documents are governed by the laws of the State of Ohio. Recently the
property was leased to a major Mid¬western regional retailer and the
redevelopment is underway. The collaboration created through the IR

Michael E. Lefkowitz Pictured at the 2018 IR ‘Dealmakers’ Conference in Lisbon

Global network between R&E and McCarthy Lebit Crystal and Lippman,
was seamless allowing Rosenberg & Estis, a one office New York based
firm, to operate for the client as a multi-jurisdictional firm. We were able
to deliver positive and efficient results for the client in a jurisdiction we
normally do not appear. Without the IR Global network, achieving such
results would have been much more difficult.

“Unless you are admitted to the
Bar of a given State you cannot
practice law in the Courts of that
State. For those reasons, R&E
reached out to Ohio based IR
Global member, Kenneth Lippman for assistance”
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Case Study - 3:
IR Global Real Estate members help provide gateway across Europe
for premium hostel brand
“IR Global member firm for real estate in Spain, performed work
for the Safestay group. Safestay Group is a leading player in the
premium hostels market. They provide a consistently high quality
product and standard of service, while still preserving the ethos and
character of individual hostels.
As Safestay had expansion plans on mainland Europe in 2018 and
more particular in Brussels, mmmm introduced IR Global member
Lieven Peeters of ALTIUS to Safestay. Safestay wanted to ensure the
acquisition of its first hostel in Belgium within a tight timeframe.
ALTIUS assisted Safestay with the following services:
•

Full legal due diligence of a target company operating a hotel
in Brussels;

•

Setting up an acquisition structure to acquire the Belgian target
company;

•

Negotiation and contractual documentation in order to acquire
the ongoing hotel operation;

•

Advise on the changes Safestay wants to carry out in order to
rebrand the hotel in a Safestay hostel, including permit issues,
hotel classification, fire safety, lease rights.

In November 2018 Safestay successfully acquired the Belgian hotel
company and Safestay Brussels is already open and operational.
Safestay has expansion plans into key European gateway cities in
2019.”

Lieven Peeters Pictured at the 2018 IR Annual Conference in London

“Due to the trust between the IR
Global members could introduce
ALTIUS to its client Safestay.
Safestay plc could successfully
carry out its first acquisition in
Belgium with the legal support
of ALTIUS. Safestay Brussels is
already operational in the city
center of Brussels.”
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Contacts
UK HEAD OFFICE

COMMITTEE MEMBER CONTACTS

IR Global
The Piggery
Woodhouse Farm
Catherine de Barnes Lane
Catherine de Barnes B92 0DJ

Dr. Peter Diedrich
DSC LEGAL Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft
mbH,
Germany
irglobal.com/advisor/dr-peter-diedrich

Telephone: +44 (0)1675 443396

Jayson Schwarz
Schwarz Law LLP,
Canada - East
irglobal.com/advisor/jayson-schwarz

www.irglobal.com
info@irglobal.com

Lieven Peeters
Altius,
Belgium
www.irglobal.com/advisor/lieven-peeters

Michael E. Lefkowitz
Rosenberg & Estis, P.C.,
U.S. – New York
www.irglobal.com/advisor/michael-e-lefkowitz
Ross Koffel
Koffels Solicitors & Barristers,
Australia
www.irglobal.com/advisor/ross-koffel
Andrea Vasiľová
VASIL & Partners,
Slovakia
www.irglobal.com/advisor/andrea-vasilova

